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Hidden Soul
 
Sometimes, somewhere in this lost world
which we say we know
you sit down in a dark lost corner
with a heavy heart seeking for condolence
looking at the sun say bye
moons out to shine its light upon your soul
peacefuly the birds find their way
into the evergreens of the jungle.
Closing your eyes, dieing to suvive
one hope thats all you got
to make your dreams come true.
 
You say I am a dreamer
afraid to look into reality
but the whole world is conspiring against your heart.
You open your eyes wishing to find faith
walking into the directions
leading to no dimensions
admiring the winds
how swiftly it blows, listen close
its got something to say
perhaps, i am terrified to know
winds trying to show
how it has no shape and no colour
yet so powerful and bold
just lie your soul.
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One Life
 
Don't wait for the sun to rise
nor for the moon to shine,
let the winds blow
seasons come and go,
One life, one ride.
 
Let the bells rings
let people come and go.
Write a song, sing along
dance in the raining sky
no reasons to ask. Why?
 
Humm with the birds
sleep with the dogs.
Do things you never thought life would give.
Pick a guitar, play out loud
no matter how it sounds,
put your heart in it, and
ignite with the beat.
 
wake up leaving the screens
who says you need somebody
to do things you need to.
Climb the highest mountain
swim the deepest sea
see the snows glitter and fish bubble
do want you want to
cause you only got,
One life, One ride.
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True Freedom
 
We possessed no possessions, and solved
more problems than statues ever did.
None died of hunger
but survived on love and unity.
 
There are no boundaries, nothing to die for
a 'Thing' made no difference
but only being happy did.
 
There is no place to go, but heaven
there is nothing to cry for
and no agonies too.
Happiness being the only goal.
 
A world full of peace
living for each other
cared for one another.
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